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“The arts can break down barriers and inspire, they can encourage people to try, 
sometimes for the first time in their lives, new activities. They can give voice to the 
previously voiceless. Through the arts older people can build and grow their 
confidence and feel valued. There can be enormous social benefits.” 
                        Janet Morrison
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Background 
 
 
I graduated with a Masters in Fine Art from Glasgow School of Art in 1992 and between 1999 and 
2016 worked as an artist with Art in Hospital, a Glasgow-based organisation providing extensive and 
ongoing visual art programmes for older people in hospitals and care homes.     
 
Currently, I am one of the team of artists providing the Creative Arts Service in palliative care at the 
Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice in Glasgow. The Creative Arts Service is integral to the 
services offered by the hospice reflecting its holistic approach and supports high quality, patient-led 
creative engagement that has the potential to enhance a sense of wellbeing.   
 
With over 17 years’ experience in arts in health, I have witnessed how participation in high quality 
arts activities is hugely beneficial for older people in healthcare settings, helping to improve self-
esteem as well as reduce anxiety and depression. 
 
I have come to see how self-expression and creating artwork as an individual helps assert a sense 
of self, something that can be lost as a hospital patient or care home resident.  Participating in art 
making challenges medicalised perceptions of older people and can transform medical and care 
environments. 
 
Between 2010 and 2013, Art in Hospital received a generous grant from a Baring Foundation 
initiative designed to increase the quality and quantity of arts for older people, especially vulnerable 
older people. 
 
During this time, I participated in various arts and older people events organised by the Foundation 
and became aware of its partnership with the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust.  With additional 
support from Baring, the Trust was offering Creative Ageing Fellowships allowing people to travel 
globally to analyse best practice models and consider how they could be reproduced in the UK. 
 
The opportunity presented itself at a time that was right for me both personally and professionally, I 
decided to apply and began to research locations where the field of arts and older people was 
growing.  Australia and the United States of America stood out in having a number of well-
established programmes and my aim was to visit both countries.  In Australia, I chose to visit 
Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne.   
 
In the US, there was a wide variety of locations that I could have chosen.  However, I quickly became 
aware of the huge amount of relevant and established arts practice in New York alone. And in 
contrast to my three city visits in Australia, I decided I would like to stay in New York for an extended 
period to immerse myself and gain a richer understanding of their arts practice and impact.   
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Introduction 
 
My Winston Churchill Travel Fellowship allowed me to travel to Australia and the USA to visit 
organisations and individuals working with the visual arts and older people to explore models of 
best practice.  I travelled to Australia in November and December of 2015 and New York in March 
and April of 2016, each for 3 weeks.  I planned my visits to coincide with relevant events; in Australia, 
it coincided with The Art of Good Health and Wellbeing conference held in Sydney and in New York, 
the week-long Creative Aging Training Institute. 
 
There is a growing body of evidence to show that participating in the visual arts improves quality of 
life for older people, promoting their health and wellbeing.  It has been shown that meaningful 
engagement in creative activities allows older people to be active in their later years and less 
socially isolated.  
 
A 2006 study by Gene Cohen, ‘The Creativity and Aging Study: The Impact of Professionally 
Conducted Cultural Programs on Older Adults’ points to ‘true health promotion and disease 
prevention effects’. It was the first controlled study examining how participating in arts programmes 
impacts on the health and wellbeing of older people.  Over a two-year period, participants in the arts 
programmes involved in the study displayed, despite an average age of 80 years old, a stabilisation 
of decline, a greater degree of independence and a reduced need for long term care.  
 
In 2011, The Baring Foundation funded the Mental Health Foundation to collate the scientific 
evidence to date in ‘An Evidence Review of the Impact of Participatory Arts on Older People’.  It 
found that there were benefits to mental and physical health and concluded that “the studies in this 
review suggest that engaging with participatory art can improve the wellbeing of older people and 
mediate against the negative effects of becoming older.”  
 
The need for such arts-based programmes for older people is almost self-evident. Demographics 
across the developed world are producing many more people who are living longer and thus, we 
have a growing older population. Whilst many older people remain active and healthy and continue 
to live full lives, inevitably, many others will find their lives much more restricted as a result of 
growing older.  They may experience a decline in their physical and mental capacities and have to 
deal with age related health problems including: 
 

 general mobility problems and proneness to falls 
 impaired hearing and eyesight 

 loss of speech and mobility following a stroke 
 confusion and disorientation whilst suffering from dementia  

 
Additionally, older people can suffer from a loss of identity, becoming just another hospital patient 
or care home resident with a consequent sense of loss of control, of being no longer able or allowed 
to make choices, all of which can lead to a loss of self-esteem, depression and anxiety. 
 
Social isolation is a growing problem for older people.  A recent poll commissioned by Age UK found 
that half a million people over the age of 60 usually spend each day alone with a further half million 
routinely going for 5 or 6 days at a time without interacting with other people. Loneliness has been 
linked to a greater risk of health problems including, depression, high blood pressure, heart attack 
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and stroke.  The research also indicated that this growing number of chronically lonely older people 
was placing an increasing demand on health services.   
 
Another factor is the increasing incidence of Alzheimer's disease, the primary cause of dementia. 
Alzheimer’s UK state that the total number of people with dementia is set to increase with a 
projected 200,000 new cases of dementia each year in the UK.  At the time of writing, according to 
the Alzheimer’s Society, one in six people in the UK over the age of 80 have dementia and 70% of 
people in care homes have dementia or severe memory problems.  Alzheimer’s is becoming more 
common as people live longer with 850,000 people with dementia in the UK at present with numbers 
to set to rise to over 2 million by 2025.  
 
One of the objectives of my Fellowship was learning how individuals and organisations are breaking 
down the barriers that older people face in accessing and participating in the visual arts.  Whilst I 
visited many excellent arts programmes for older people during my Fellowship, the inspiring models 
I have chosen to highlight here are the ones which resonated with me the most and are successfully 
engaging with older people who would otherwise be unable to access the visual arts.  I also 
identified these programmes as being replicable in the UK to help fill gaps in provision that I am 
aware of through my personal experience in arts and health and that could promote greater 
partnership working between organisations to allow more older people to meaningfully engage in 
visual art programmes. 
 
 

 
 

 
A participant with her artwork at the Hammond Care Arts on Prescription Programme, Sydney 
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My Fellowship aims and 

objectives 
The aims of my Fellowship were to: 
 
Visit individuals and organisations to gain an insight into the field of arts and older people in 
Australia and the US, by: 

 
 Observing how they are breaking down the barriers that older people face in accessing and 

participating in the visual arts. 

 Learning about their approaches to working with older people and the methodologies they 
have developed to engage with and facilitate participation for older people who are very frail, 
suffer from dementia, the after-effects of a stroke or other age-related illnesses. 

 
  Some of the questions I wanted to ask (and answer) included: 
 

 How are participants referred to programmes? 

 How do participants find out about the programme? 
 Do participants attend the programme more than once? 

 How do programmes reach people who are very frail? 
 What support and transport do people have to enable them to participate in programmes? 

 What approach is taken in successfully engaging older people in visual art activity? 
 How was this approach developed? 

 Is there a model of best practice that can be discerned across the various programmes? 
 What are the main challenges and successes of the programmes?  

 
To investigate how organisations are developing their work, including: 

 
 How they recruit and train artists / facilitators? 

 Are their artists / facilitators qualified and practicing artists?  
 How they are funded? 

 How do they connect and collaborate with partner organisations? 

 How is their work evaluated – and by whom? 
 

Finally, I wished to gather models of best practice that could be replicated in the UK and to 
disseminate my findings and conclusions. 
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Inspiring Models 

Visual arts programmes for 
older people  
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Creating access  
Creating access and participation in the visual arts for older people 

 
Arts on Prescription, Sydney 
 
The Arts on Prescription programme is delivered in two locations in Sydney and is a partnership 
between Hammond Care, the University of New South Wales (Faculty of Art and Design and the 
Faculty of Medicine) and the South-Western Sydney Primary Health Network.  The programme is 
supported by an Aged Care Service Improvement and Healthy Ageing grant from the Australian 
Government’s Department of Social Services. At the time of my visit (Nov 2015), there were nine 
programmes running across the two locations with eleven artists working on a sessional basis.  
 
Inspired by models in the UK for mental health patients and by growing evidence of the positive 
impact participative arts can have on the health and wellbeing of older people, the programme 
recognises that creativity can be as important to people’s wellbeing as traditional health and care 
interventions.  
 
The target audience is older people living at home within the catchment area with ‘unmet health and 
wellness needs’. People over the age of 65 are eligible (or over the age of 50 for the indigenous 
community) and are referred via their GP’s and allied health professionals.  Participants may be 
referred if they are trying to cope with declining physical function and frailty, experiencing anxiety, 
depression, recent bereavement, mild to moderate dementia or are becoming socially isolated. 
 
Health professionals are supplied with information sheets and short referral forms which can be 
faxed or emailed. The referral form is completed by both patient and health practitioner and it 
covers contact details, next of kin, health information, health and wellness aims as well as interests 
and preferred arts activity.  Participants must be independent or only require minimal assistance 
with self-care, although in some cases care workers can attend with those who are particularly frail.  
The programme is advertised in hospitals and GP practices and via articles in the local press and 
social media. 
 
Delivered by professional artists, the programme offers a range of arts activities including visual art, 
dance, drama and creative writing depending on the particular interests and needs of the individual. 
 
There is no cost to the individual in taking part, all materials are provided and no prior arts 
experience is necessary. Activities offered through the visual arts programme include painting, 
collage, ceramics and photography. Programmes are run in small groups, for two hour sessions 
each week for up to eight weeks.  People can take part in more than one programme.  
 
The programme is designed to be fun and engaging.  It focuses on wellbeing and enables people to 
explore their creativity, learn new skills and stay mentally active.   
 
Art making in a group setting helps older people to re-connect with the community, reduces 
isolation and can give a new sense of purpose and achievement. The physical activity involved in 
the dance and drama programmes can help with fitness, strength and balance.  
 
  
Image previous page, View from the window of the painting studio, Leonard Covello Senior Center, New York 

http://sydneynorthhealthnetwork.org.au/arts-on-prescription/
https://www.dss.gov.au/grants/aged-care-service-improvement-and-healthy-ageing-grants
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With a participant, Arts on Prescription programme, Sydney  

 
I became aware of the Hammondville Arts on Prescription programme during my Fellowship 
planning and learned more at the Art of Good Health and Wellbeing conference in Sydney where 
Professor Chris Poulos gave a very informative presentation. Professor Poulos is a senior 
rehabilitation physician and the Foundation Hammond Chair of Positive Ageing and Care within the 
University of New South Wales (UNSW). He was very happy to put me in touch with Michelle Heldon, 
the Arts on Prescription Programme Manager. 
 
I visited the programme with Michelle at the Hammond Care Centre for Positive Ageing in 
Hammondville in the south west of the city where I was welcomed to sit in on the morning drawing 
and painting session led by artist, Anette and to meet those taking part.  The light, airy art room is a 
multi-purpose space with office space, storage and computer access for participants. It is located 
within the Centre which is itself very accessible, with residential care, a care home and a dementia 
unit nearby. The Centre itself houses a variety of services including general practitioners, dentists 
and podiatrists as well as a café and community centre. 
 
The participants were keen to tell me about their involvement in the programme and how they are 
developing their artwork. They are all working on individual projects using good quality materials.  
Participants interact well, encouraging each other with their work and there is a refreshments break 
during the session.  
 
The artists recruited are practicing artists and are selected according to their art practice, 
experience and suitability. Each artist undertakes two and a half days training and induction session 
which covers the issues and challenges of ageing, plus health and safety and how to plan sessions.  
Artists keep a reflective diary and there are pre- and post-programme evaluations with interview and 
focus groups for participants, artist practitioners and healthcare professionals. 
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This programme demonstrates that the arts and prescription model transfers well to working with 
older people and could be a valuable service in the UK allowing more older people to take part in the 
visual arts and improve health and wellbeing through referral from their GPs and other health 
professionals. 
 
I have highlighted this programme as, in my own experience as an arts in health professional 
working in hospitals, care homes and a hospice, there is a distinct lack of arts programmes in the 
community to refer people on to on discharge. Patients who have participated in visual art 
programmes for older people whilst in hospital or attending the hospice as a day services patient, 
wish to and would benefit from continuing with their art practice within a supportive environment.  
Art in Hospital has a Hospital & Community project allowing hospital patients to continue attending 
after they have left hospital but the capacity is very small in comparison to the number of people 
who would like to continue.  College classes and community art groups are often unsuitable 
because they are difficult to access, are not person centred and tutors may not have the skills and 
experience in dealing with the specific needs of older people. An arts on prescription programme 
would fulfil the need for a person centred visual art programme for older people within the 
community.  
 

Creativity in the heart of the community,  
The Carter Burden Center for the Aging and the Leonard Covello 
Senior Center, New York 
 

Established in 1971, The Carter Burden Center for the Aging promotes the well-being of New 

Yorkers aged 60 and above through a range of services helping 5,000 seniors and their families 

each year. Aware that many of the city’s elderly residents are on extremely low incomes, in declining 

health and socially isolated, their mission is to promote the safety and dignity of older people by 

addressing issues of hunger, education, protection, community and culture and to provide a safety 

net and improve quality of life.  

The Carter Burden Center for the Aging has Senior Programmes throughout New York City. Their 
services help older people to optimise their health, wellbeing and ability to live independently at 
home, offering a variety of cultural, creative, recreational and fitness activities. 
 
I visited the Leonard Covello Senior Center which delivers an excellent art programme for older 
people living in the community and the Carter Burden Gallery which supports older professional 
artists. 
 
Based in a 28,000-square foot building in East Harlem, the innovative Covello Programme Senior 
Center provides socialisation, recreation and education through a programme of free daily activities 
for older people. There are film screenings, yoga and dance classes and day trips on offer as well as 
subsidised meals and assistance with applying for government benefit programmes, tenancy 
disputes and medical care.  The programme is open to anyone over the age of 55 regardless of 
where they live; most live in the local community but many travel some distance from other parts of 
the city.  
 
The Covello Programme has the fantastic resource of a whole floor dedicated to art activities, 
including a large painting studio, sewing room, artist in residence studio space, exhibition space and 
a large computer suite. There is also a newly opened ceramics studio. Funding comes from NYC 
Department for the Aging grants, discretionary funding from the local council and private donations.  

file://///ds.strath.ac.uk/hdrive/02/qnb10202/My%20Documents/Kevin/The%20Carter%20Burden%20Center%20for%20the%20Aging
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dfta/html/about/aging_fund.shtml
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dfta/html/about/aging_fund.shtml
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Teaching artist, Franklin, with participants in the painting studio, Leonard Covello Senior Center, New York 

 
Liz Curtin, a professional exhibiting artist who co-ordinates the programme at Covello House 
showed me round and introduced me to Franklin, the teaching artist leading the open studio 
painting session and those taking part.  There are 3 painting sessions each week as well as a mixed 
media class.  Participants work on individual projects and are encouraged to pursue their own 
interests ‘embracing their uniqueness and individual voice’ using their own skill set. The teaching 
artists who are highly skilled and have many years’ experience give help and instruction where 
required. They are exhibiting artists and continue with their own professional development 
alongside their teaching.  Franklin, who led the class on the day I visited, is a senior himself in his 
late 70’s with over 50 years’ experience as a professional artist and teaching artist in NYC. It was a 
pleasure to meet him and his energy, enthusiasm and experience shone through.  
 

   
   
The ceramics studio and sewing room, Leonard Covello Senior Center, New York 
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Supporting Older Professional Artists 
The Carter Burden Gallery and Residency Program 

 

 
 
Opening night, Carter Burden Gallery, New York 

 
The Carter Burden Center for the Aging established the Carter Burden Gallery in recognition of the 
unique cultural wealth of older professional artists who have decades experience as vital 
contributors to the arts in New York and the belief that older, lesser known artists must not be 
overlooked on account of their age.  Located in the gallery hub area of Chelsea, the gallery gives a 
voice to the city’s re-emerging older professional artists.  It is committed to exhibiting work that is 
‘vibrant and cutting edge’ regardless of the artists’ age and provides artists aged 60 and over living 
in New York, the opportunity to exhibit their work and ‘engage in current contemporary discourse’. 
 
The gallery also creates networking opportunities, allowing artists to respond to each other's work, 
encouraging a supportive community of artists who are creatively invigorated. 
 
The Carter Burden Gallery also has an artist-in-residence programme for professional artists over 
the age of 60 living in New York.  A large, light studio space is available for two months at a time. 
The studio space is within the Covello Senior Center.   

 

http://www.carterburdengallery.org/
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Artist, David Cerulli, with his artwork in the Carter Burden Residency Program studio space within the Leonard Covello Senior Center. 

 

When I visited, the artist in residence was David Cerulli who kindly allowed me to look at his work 
and talk a little about the gallery and the residency programme. David was creating very beautiful 
three dimensional ‘drawings’ of organic forms. He said the residency studio space allowed him to 
experiment with working on a larger scale than he could normally. 
 

This was echoed by the artist Joan Mellon, whom I had the good fortune to meet during my 
Fellowship and at the time, was due to begin a residency at the Carter Burden Senior Center.  Joan 
later told me about how having the opportunity to work in a larger studio space impacted on her 
creative process prior to and during the residency:  
 

“I am a painter working primarily on medium and small size surfaces due to the limitation of my 

studio space. From the moment I saw the large, light, high ceiling space allotted for the artist-in-
residence at the Carter Burden Leonard Covello Senior Center, the thought of working in three 
dimensions immediately came to mind. In other words, the space became an element in my 
thinking. Since the residency would be for two months (a generous amount of time but limited when 
it comes to working creatively), from the minute it was granted I began exploring ideas for what I 
wanted to do, gathering the materials for the projects that came to mind and making them. Starting 
the process in my home studio made it possible for me to ease into the residency once I was there 
in terms of both thought and production. As it turned out, this was fortuitous since the residency 
had to be cut short due to my shoulder fracture. 
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Although the space at the Covello Center is more than twice the size of my studio (not counting the 
wonderful high ceilings and the absence of all my stuff), the work I made and planned on making 
was small in scale since I had to think about storage. As I tell my students, "If you can't work large—
work small, think big." And that is what I did. While the pieces I made are small, seeing them 
surrounded by space became part of what they are. The space also allowed me to see how these 
pieces relate and speak to each other. In addition, the space gave me the opportunity to think about 
the work as an installation, something I had planned on doing as part of an end-of-residency 
presentation. Another outcome was that several of these small-scale pieces, while complete in 
themselves, have planted seeds for larger work exploring unfamiliar materials. 
 
As you can see, although my residency at the Carter Burden Leonard Covello Senior Center was 
curtailed (I will be returning September / October 2017), the opportunity was a generous gift; one 
accompanied by the support and encouragement of the administration and staff of the Carter 
Burden Leonard Covello Senior Center and Carter Burden Gallery. 
                     Joan Mellon 
 
 
 

 
 

Artist, Joan Mellon, in her studio, New York 

 

  

”
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Participation 
Facilitating participation for people with dementia 
 

During my Fellowship, I visited several Art and Dementia Museum Programmes in both Australia 

and New York.  These structured programmes offer people with dementia and their carers the 

opportunity to experience meaningful and interactive engagement with artworks from the museum 

or gallery’s collection.  They consist of discussion-based gallery tours, often with some art making 

element and allow participants to express themselves intellectually and emotionally whilst 

improving wellbeing, creating social connections and shifting the focus from their declining health. 

 
 

Carrie McGhee leads a gallery discussion tour for people with dementia and their carers, MoMA, New York 
 
 

During my Fellowship, I visited the following museum programmes for people with dementia and 
their carers: 
 

 MoMA Alzheimer’s and Prime Time projects, Museum of Modern Art, New York 

 Met Escapes at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
 Arts and Minds at the Studio Museum, New York 

 Artful programme at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 
 Art and Dementia programme, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney 

 Art and Dementia programme, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
 

The case studies below demonstrate how gallery educators are able to successfully and positively 
engage with the older people attending their programmes.   
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Linking to Something Universal 
Case Study 1 

Art & Dementia Program, National Gallery of 
Australia, Canberra 
 
Gallery Educator: Penny Low 
 
Group: 6 residents from Goodwin Aged Care, a 
residential care facility, and their carers. 
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The residents were brought to the Gallery by carers in the care facility mini bus where Penny met 
them in the main entrance hall.  Penny led the discussion tour, focusing on 3 works of art.  We 
began in the Oval Room looking at the Ned Kelly series of paintings by Australian artist, Sydney 
Nolan. Initially focusing on one painting, seated around it, the group were invited to take a few 
minutes to quietly observe the artwork.  Penny led the discussion and started by asking the group 
their reaction to the painting and what did they see?  
 
The group wondered who was the man on horseback and pointed out the grey and white clouds 
standing out against the strong blue sky. A regular member of the group, who was clearly used to 
contributing, said that the clouds and colours were ‘transcendental ‘and ‘elevating’. 
 

‘transcendental’ 
 
                                 ‘elevating’ 
 
                                                     ‘linking to something 
universal’ 
 
The group then talked about the story of Ned Kelly, the notorious Australian bush ranger and from 
the response of the group they obviously knew him well from Australian folklore.  Penny has been 
trained to be inclusive and she made sure that each member of the group could hear what was said, 
bending to each person’s level and repeating something if they hadn’t heard it and relaying what 
others had said. She gently directs by making sure each person has a chance to contribute if they 
wish, and ensures no one person dominates the discussion.  
 

 
Ned Kelly series of paintings by Sidney Nolan in the Oval Room, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 

Image previous page: Painting of Ned Kelly by Sydney Nolan, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
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The group talked about how they had come to know the story of Ned Kelly and it related back their 
personal experiences.  One group member talked about living in a rural area and when younger she 
left food out for dangerous bush rangers to prevent her family being attacked.   
 
The group then compared and discussed other paintings from the series, imagining scenarios and 
questioning visual cues. Their responses included the words and phrases “incongruous”, “symbol”, 
“caricature”, “exaggerated”, “sense of security” and “seems like yesterday”. 
 
 
 

 
 

Sculpture by Inge King, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 

 
 
The group then went on to talk about a sculpture by Inge King.  They talked about the material the 
sculpture was made of (aluminium) and its texture. One participant, who had been an engineer 
before his retirement, thought it ‘hadn’t achieved its artistic purpose, that it should have more 
complexity’. Another participant thought it was a beautiful piece of work and talked about 
composition, light and balance.   
 
The third piece was also a sculpture by Inge King, from her Ancestor Series, the group said it ‘linked 
in to something universal’ and that ‘there was a whole range of possibilities’ and ‘the artist wants us 
to see different things’.  
 
The group were very focused throughout, though perhaps tiring towards the end of the session. At 
the close of the session, the Gallery educators saw them back to their transport with their carers. 
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A Special Something 
Case Study 2 

Met Escapes at the Metropolitan Museum, New York 
 
Museum Educator: Carolyn Halpin – Healy 
 
Group: Community dwelling people with dementia 
and their carers and a volunteer gallery assistant  
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Groups meet in a designated room to chat and allow the Gallery Educator to introduce the theme.  
Ideal group sizes are between six and eight people but can be up to ten. Carolyn told us that today’s 
theme was ‘Farms, Gardens and Parks’ and that we would be visiting the Museum’s 19th Century 
galleries.   
 
The first painting was ‘Haystacks: Autumn’ by Jean-Francois Millet.  Carolyn invited the group to 
take a close look at it before taking their seats and then to spend some time once seated just 
observing.  She then asked them about their initial responses, asking what did they see right away? 
The group were comfortable and responded right away.  ‘There is so much you need to pick and 
choose’ to which Carolyn responded ‘we can pick and choose together.’ They noted the painting’s 
beauty and thought it was commissioned for a wealthy landowner and it had a ‘special something’. 
 

“plentiful and abundant” 
                                                    “a special something” 
 
Carolyn encouraged them to look at the foreground, middle ground and background.  They noted 
the ‘plentiful, abundant, harvest’, shorn sheep and brooding clouds. Carolyn gave then a little 
information on the background of the painter, his focus and context.   One man noted that the 
painting had been owned by a private collector and asked how it came to be in the Met?   
 
The second painting was also by Millet, ‘Shepherdess Seated on a Rock’. The group noted her 
clothing, her age, asked why she was there and noticed that she was knitting.   At this stage, Carolyn 
produced a prop of knitting needles and natural undyed wool, which she passed around the group, 
prompting further discussion. Later when discussing a Vuillard painting of a garden, Carolyn had 
some fresh roses for the group to touch and smell taking their experience beyond the purely visual 
and helping to bring the painting to life.  
 
At the end of the session, Carolyn thanked everyone for their contributions and they responded with 
“It is a joy” and “A nice view of the world; we need that”. 
 
Participants could take away some of the roses as well as print outs of images of the paintings they 
had looked at, as a reminder of their visit and what they had seen. They could stay on in the 
museum (which has an entrance fee) if they wished and were given a pass for further visits.  
 

  
 
Carolyn with a participant in the Met Escapes group, New York 
Image previous page: Carolyn leading a discussion tour with Met Escapes 
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Embracing new technology,  
iPad portrait drawing for people with dementia 
National Gallery of Australia 
 

   
 
An Alzheimer’s Australia group taking part in an iPad drawing workshop and an iPad portrait in progress, National Gallery of Australia. 
  

At the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra, the learning and access programme includes the 
iPad drawing project where participants have the chance to use digital technology to explore their 
creativity.  I sat in on an iPad portrait drawing session attended by a group referred by Alzheimer’s 
Australia that took place in the gallery following a discussion tour.   
 
With step-by-step instructions, the group photographed each other and then using sketching and 
painting apps, drew with their fingers on the screen.  They drew into the photographs ‘blind’, unable 
to see the marks as they were being made.  The original photograph is then removed leaving only 
their linear drawing.   
 
Each person’s interpretation was unique resulting in a variety of styles and effects.  The next stage 
was to add blocks of colour using colour ‘fill’.  This group had done this before so were very 
comfortable handling the iPads and experimenting with the sketching apps, enthusiastically 
commenting on each other's work. 
 
The iPad drawing programme at the National Gallery of Australia makes art making more accessible 
through digital technology.  Older people who think they are not creative or have no drawing skills 
may find this alternative approach more appealing and discover their creative potential. 

 

 

Delivering programmes for people with dementia 
 
I was inspired by Dementia Coach, Kerry Mill’s highly engaging and informative presentation 
‘Engaging Alzheimer’s’ given as part of the Creative Aging Training Institute programme.  The 
information below is taken from her presentation and from her book ‘I Care, A Handbook for Care 
Partners of People with Dementia’, co-written with Jennifer Brush. 
 
A Dementia coach is someone with expertise in best practice care-giving for people diagnosed with 
dementia who support families in dealing with the disease.  
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They help manage changes in communication, memory loss and behaviour, create a safe and 
supportive environment and minimise stress. Dementia coaches also educate hospital and care 
staff as well as those working with people with dementia in a variety of settings.   
 
Kerry explained Alzheimer's disease and related dementias from a non-clinical perspective and 
provided practical strategies that are invaluable to artists working in a health and care context.   
 
These strategies give artists and facilitators a better understanding of dementia and allow them to 
communicate better on a day-to-day basis with those with dementia and to help sufferers fully 
utilise their capabilities and creativity. 
 
Strategies useful for artists working in this context include: 
 

 Prepare yourself, approach people with a positive attitude, smile, leave your own 
problems behind. 

 Prepare them, be mindful of your body language, bring yourself to their level, sit if they 
are sitting, make eye contact. Show the person that you value and respect them by 
listening, use their name to give them a sense of belonging.  

 Familiarity and routine. 

 Talk TO the person with dementia, not over them or about them. Include them in the 
interaction. 

 It is fine to have repeat conversations, if repetition is bothering others try to change 
the focus. 

 Validate people’s feelings by letting them have their say, there is no need to correct, if 
people are continually corrected they become more confused and fearful. 

 Value the process rather than the task, and learn to be in the moment. 
 Provide plenty of encouragement.  

 Choice is important, allow people to make choices of their own as much as possible. 
 Help re-establish self-dependence and boost self-confidence by involving people as 

much as possible, for example, asking them to help with setting up. Help them 
participate more fully. 

 Focus on what is possible, shifting the focus away from what participants can no 
longer do to what they can. Inspire people to fully utilise their capabilities and build on 
their strengths. 
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Connecting 
Museum Programmes Connecting with Older People in the 
Community 
 
In both Australia and New York, I found that the museum programmes I visited have great reach 
and impact, well beyond the institutions themselves.  Not only were people accessing art and 
dementia programmes, gallery educators were visiting groups in the community not specifically for 
people with dementia or providing resources for such groups. The older people I met who had been 
involved were obviously enthused about participating in the various access programmes. Below are 
some examples of some of the programmes I visited. 
 

Odyssey House, New York 
Developing New Artwork for an Exhibition at MoMA 
 
Odyssey House is a social services agency working with a wide range of vulnerable people in New 
York City. Residential, outpatient, medical and housing services provide support for individuals - 
from young children to senior citizens - to help them overcome issues of substance use, mental 
health and homelessness. Their mission is to provide high quality, holistic treatment to benefit 
people psychologically, physically, socially, educationally and spiritually.  
 
The agency delivers an expressive arts programme for older people who have become socially 
isolated through substance misuse or mental illness. Through engaging in the creative process in a 
group setting, participants can interact socially, learn new skills to improve their self-esteem and aid 
recovery. They generally attend for a period of one to two years, allowing time to build relationships 
and develop their skills and ideas.  I visited the Odyssey House Art Project in East Harlem, as they 
began work on a new collaborative project with the Museum of Modern Art which was to culminate 
in a group exhibition at the museum. 
 

 
 

With the group at Odyssey House, New York 
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Art Project Director, Jerald Frampton, welcomed me and encouraged me to take part, including 
sharing in the pizza and discussion beforehand. The project focused on families, and not just 
families as traditionally understood.  The group talked about different kinds of ‘families’ such as 
sports teams, military and fictional families, as well as families of planets and chemical elements.  It 
was a very open brief. 
 
As the group settled down to work, jazz and blues music who playing in the background providing a 
relaxed ambience conducive to creativity. 
 
The group were provided with source materials in the form of images of different types of families 
and pencils and carbon transfer paper.  The first stage was to trace the images.  At first glance, this 
could be construed to be the opposite of creativity, not allowing individuality but in actuality at the 
end of the session each of the drawings were as diverse and unique as the individuals who made 
them.   
 
There was an element of choice in which images they could select as a starting point and people 
had very individual tracing styles; some leaned heavily, others lightly; some traced every detail, 
others much less so, while some added their own embellishment.  The act of tracing in the initial 
stages of the artmaking process took away any fear that people had about not being able to draw.  
 

 
 

Odyssey House group member working on family theme project, image credit: Chad Porter 
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Family theme project, initial tracing, image credit: Chad Porter 

 
Over the weeks, the group used a direct transfer technique, to weave the drawings together and 
scale them up on to a large canvas. Washes were added with text. 
 
I learned that more mechanical ways of working can be just as creative as more traditional drawing 
and painting techniques, if not more so, opening up new ideas and creative processes. It was very 
rewarding for the group to be involved in the process and have their work exhibited at MoMA.  
 

 
 

The finished artwork on canvas for exhibition at MoMA, image credit: Chad Porter 
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Euclid Hall, Senior and Supportive Housing Art Programme New 
York 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I visited the art programme at Euclid Hall, a Senior and Supportive Housing complex where 
participants showed me their artwork and told me about their involvement in the group. They 
immediately began telling me about their experiences visiting the Museum of Modern Art.   
 
One of the group members, Lewis, enthusiastically told me about a recent visit where the group had 
the opportunity to take part in a gallery discussion tour and art making workshop.  
 

“A group of six of us from the building went on a trip to the Museum of 
Modern Art along with two social workers.   The young woman (the gallery 
educator) was very impressive, she took us to see three artworks from the 
1960’s.  The first was a sculpture made out of car parts; when she talked, 
she made a lot of sense out of it. Then we looked at a brand-new Jaguar 
from 1960, a gorgeous work of art. We then looked at an abstract piece 
made of black scraps of wood. It was fascinating.  In the education room, 
there were boxes of wood scraps and we were invited to make sculptures.  
I had never made visual art before, I’ve always been disappointed doing the 
simplest things. I put some of the wood pieces together, it was cute and 
zany! I’m 75 years old and this is the first thing that I’ve made that is a work 
of art! The whole experience from beginning to end was a complete 
surprise and a lovely experience”. 
 
Image: With the group at Euclid Hall 
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Using new technology: virtual gallery excursions 
The National Portrait Gallery, Canberra 
 

 
 

In the digital studio learning about the Virtual Gallery Excursion, National Portrait Gallery, Canberra 

 
‘Portraits Conversations’ is a programme for older people which is delivered in collaboration with 
Alzheimer’s ACT. Groups attend once every 2 months from Woden hospital. The National Portrait 
Gallery is also piloting a ‘virtual gallery excursion’ connecting to the audience online using a digital 
studio and green screen technology. The technology brings the collections to people who can’t 
access the gallery physically due to distance, cost or ill health and it includes an art making element. 
Currently, the project involves school children but the long-term aim is roll it out to involve people in 
Aged Care facilities.  
 

Art Down Memory Lane, Memory Support Unit, Emmy Monash 
Aged Care, Melbourne 
 
Emmy Monash is an aged care provider delivering independent living, residential aged care and 
respite services.  Its innovative and award winning Life Enrichment Program offers creative and 
expressive arts based activities.  As part of the programme, weekly ‘Art Down Memory Lane’ 
sessions are run in collaboration with the National Gallery of Victoria in the Memory Support Unit, a 
dementia specific unit. Each week, an artwork from the NGV collection is discussed, followed by a 
painting session.   
 
Residents are approached in the day room or dining room and are invited to take part. During my 
visit, the session began with group being shown a painting from the National Gallery of Victoria 
collection, a Scottish painting, ‘The First Cloud’ by Sir William Quiller-Orchardson.  The group were 
invited to spend time looking at the painting and encouraged to discuss what they saw and what the 
painting conjured up for them. There was much interest in the painting and everyone had the 
chance to contribute, coming up with different scenarios and interpretations.  After morning tea, the 
group had the chance to take part in painting themselves and the tables were set up with flowers 
and art materials.  
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Engaging  
Engaging with older people in a healthcare setting 
 
Artists-in-Residence Program, The Creative Center, New York 
 
Older people in hospital are probably the frailest and the most excluded from visual art activities. 
Established in 1994, The Creative Center brings visual art to people with cancer, chronic illnesses, 

and at all stages of life.  Its ethos is "Medicine cures the body, but art heals the spirit."  

The Creative Center first began by providing a series of free art workshops for women with cancer 

and now delivers extensive hospital artist-in-residence programs in more than 20 healthcare sites 

around the New York metropolitan area and works with frail older people and people with dementia. 

Art workshops are delivered every day of the week through the Artists-in-Residence programme and 
it has an online gallery of work by professional artists who live with illness. 
 
The organisation also delivers an annual training programme, the Creative Center Training Institute 
for Artists and Administrators in Creative Aging.  The week-long programme focuses on the role of 
the arts in Creative Ageing and consists of presentations, workshops and site visits led by national 
leaders of arts and ageing. The National Endowment for the Arts named the Creative Training 
Institute a best practice symposium in 2009. 
 
I met with the Creative Center Director and co-founder, Robin Glazer, and I visited the artist in 
residence programmes at the Mount Sinai West hospital where the organisation has worked since 
1999.  Robin explained the background to the programmes on offer and told me about the approach 
of the Creative Center. 

 

Patient working, The Creative Center’s Artists - in Residence Programme, Image credit: The Creative Center 
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Its Hospital Artist-in-Residence Program offers patients the opportunity to develop their own 
creativity, become involved in a creative process that distracts them from pain and helps relieve 
feelings of anxiety and boredom associated with hospitalisation and a diagnosis of cancer and 
other serious illness.  Patients are referred to the programme by doctors, nursing staff and social 
workers as well as by the artists themselves 

Workshops are delivered by professional, experienced artists who undergo an induction programme 
of three 2 hour unpaid initial visits, working ‘hands off’, shadowing an experienced artist for a month 
and then receive ongoing mentoring and training.  Robin schedules site visits to each hospital to 
give individual supervisory time to discuss feedback, any issues that have arisen and offer 
suggestions and support.  

Additional support is provided during Artists in Residence meetings that take place every six weeks.  
These allow artists to share experiences, go over administrative details, project demonstrations and 
educational visits from invited guests. 

Artists work for five hours each day with patients with one additional hour to write a reflective 
journal. All Artists in Residence are responsible for an Artist Log which is handed into to the Creative 
Center at the end of each month. 

Beyond providing much-needed relief and distraction from the anxiety, pain, and boredom, the 
programme provides patients with a way to become absorbed in their own creative process. 
Patients and staff quickly discover that patients are more than their disease as they begin to explore 
art-making, some for the first time in their lives. 

Robin and I visited three programmes in outpatient chemotherapy, inpatient oncology and an 
oncology /radiotherapy waiting room.  I met the artists and patients and found many similarities in 
approach, benefits for patients and staff and in the day-to-day challenges of working in a hospital 
environment that I find in Art in Hospital in Glasgow. 

A publication, The Creative Center’s Approach to Arts in Healthcare describes the Creative Centre’s 
approach, gives insight into working in this setting and provides strategies for artists to help 
patients to best engage in creative processes and develop their work.  

 

Patient working, The Creative Center’s Artists - in Residence Programme 

Image credit: The Creative Center 
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 Best Practice 

Delivering Visual Art Programmes for 
Older People: Reflections on best 
practice 
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Delivering Visual Art Programmes for older people can be challenging whether in a museum, 

hospital, care home or community setting. Encouraging people to be creative and make their first 

mark is sometimes difficult. Often, they have not made artwork since school days, and many were 

told they had no talent and have thus continued to believe this throughout their lives.  

Understandably, they can be apprehensive about trying out art materials and engaging in the 

creative process. 

In addition, older people are often having to deal with impaired hearing and eyesight, loss of speech 
following a stroke, confusion and disorientation whilst suffering from dementia all of which can 
make people feel isolated and make communication difficult.  Declining health and mobility 
problems results in a loss of confidence in one’s own abilities.  
 
During my Fellowship, I discussed these issues with my hosts and we talked about best practice 
approaches and factors that need to be considered to provide worthwhile and engaging art making 
for older people.  This has reinforced what I have learned through experience regarding strategies 
that can be employed to support older people in participating in the visual arts. The following 
reflections on best practice recurred throughout my Fellowship: 
 

Artists’ Skills: Artists must have the desire to connect with older people to help them engage in the 
creative process. They must have respect for others, their abilities and experience.  They need to be 
flexible in how they approach and structure art making, be open to new ideas, improvise and be 
resourceful.  Empathy and compassion are essential whilst recognising necessary emotional 
boundaries.  Artists need to be professional and have an ability and willingness to work as part of a 
team. They are also required to be resilient with the ability to stay calm in sometimes challenging 
situations.  
 

Ideal Group Size: This depends on the needs and abilities of the group and the creative activity 
being undertaken.  However, the consensus is that smaller groups and one-to-one art activities 
provide a better-quality experience for participants. 

 

Making Connections:  Artists need to create connections, start a dialogue and develop trust in 
order to support older people to create artwork according their interests and abilities.  It is important 
to find out what the participants like to do, to look at items around the rooms, as well as using 
objects of interest, flowers and art and photography books to help spark conversation about their 
interests, likes and dislikes.   
 

Communication is Key: Communication skills and empathy are key when working with people 
who have difficulty communicating because of poor hearing, stroke or other illnesses. Be inclusive 
by ensuring everyone can take part in the conversation if they want to.  Speak directly to them, relay 
what others have said if they haven’t heard. 
 

Voice and Body Language: Some people may not hear very well.  Speaking clearly and using a 
low voice can be more effective than raising your voice.  It is important to be aware of body 
language, this is especially important when oral communication is limited.  

 
Be in the Present: Talk about colour, music, food, the artwork, what is around you rather than 
enquire what the participant used to do, as that may include jobs, hobbies and activities that they no 
longer do. 
 
Image previous page:  Drawing by a participant in the Art and Dementia Programme, National Gallery of Australia 
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Supportive Environment: Older people feel comfortable exploring the creative process in a safe, 
supportive environment.  
 

Designated Art Spaces: are ideal in creating an environment that is conducive to creativity and 
that minimises interruption and distraction.   At Emmy Monash Aged Care in Melbourne, its Art 
Through the Senses Programme won a Better Practice Award. Programme Coordinator, Pamela 
Bruder, talked of 'low key meditation’ that creates a calm, quiet ambience as well as having objects 
of interest and art books to hand that encourage participants to speak.  Pamela also uses an 
aromatherapy diffuser to create a relaxing environment for participants. 
 

Music: is important and can create a calm environment that is conducive to creativity. And not only 
recorded music.  For example, ‘Painting with Parkinson's’ in Canberra from time to time programme 
live music sessions from the Canberra Symphony Orchestra.  
 

Props and Source Materials:  brings the outside in.  Fresh flowers and foliage, shells, pebbles 
and feathers, items from travels can be used as inspiration and points of departure for participants.  
 

Creativity and Autonomy: Ensuring older people have choices in the creative process is 
empowering.  Making decisions about materials, subject matter and colour, helps 
 people develop their own creativity, gives a sense of ownership, a feeling of control and a greater 
sense of self. 
 

Best Quality Art Materials: make a huge difference. The sensory quality of the materials and 
colour can be enjoyed for their own sake.   Quality materials elevates the artwork giving more 
beautiful results.  Tactile, soft brushes are pleasurable to use, good quality watercolours are 
luminous on good quality paper.  Simple mark making creates beautiful effects and encourages the 
participant to continue.   
 

"As a young man, I myself spent a substantial amount of time as a client in rehab 
facilities. I had experience with the sub-standard materials and cheap craft kits 
offered in art groups.  The end product was always depressing. I knew that we 
needed good quality materials if we were going to produce art work our clients could 
take pride in.” 
 
                                                                                   Jerald Frampton, Director, Odyssey House Art Project 
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Conclusions  
 
My Fellowship allowed me to experience and interact with a wide range of visual art programmes 
focused on older people, in both Australia and New York.  The organisations I visited used a range of 
approaches in a variety of settings.  In visiting with and experiencing these programmes, my aim 
was to identify models of best practice in creative ageing.  I visited with artists and facilitators 
working with the visual arts and older people in hospitals, care homes, museums and galleries and 
in various community settings, including supported housing and within a GP practice.  I saw first-
hand how such activities increased access and participation in the visual arts for older people and I 
learned about and from their variety of approaches. 
 
The above outline of the inspiring models I have chosen demonstrate how organisations are making 
visual arts programmes accessible for older people, showcases their approaches and highlights 
how they are developing their programmes to benefit older people in ways that could be replicated 
in the UK. 
 

Creating Access  
 
Each of the above models are successfully breaking down the barriers to participation in the visual 
arts for older people despite reduced mobility, dementia and other age related illnesses.  Artist 
Practitioners, Museum Educators and health professionals can work together in overcoming the 
challenges older people face in accessing the visual arts and support older people to engage 
meaningfully in creative activities.  
 
The Hammond Care Arts on Prescription Programme’s referral process reaches older people living in 
the community with ‘unmet health and wellness needs’. Healthcare professionals are supplied with 
the required information and can easily refer older people who may benefit from participation in 
creative activities within a supportive environment. The programme is promoted by hospitals and 
GPs practices as well as in the press and on social media. Potential participants are supplied with 
clear information, a choice of arts activities and there is no cost associated with taking part.  The 
service is physically situated within a centre which houses a variety of services which the older 
people are used to accessing.   
 
The Art Programme at the Leonard Covello Senior Center is also situated within an accessible 
location.   As well as supporting older professional artists through a gallery and residence 
programme, anyone over the age of 60 can access the centre, regardless of where they live in New 
York, to take advantage of multiple services there at no cost to participants. Older people who may 
have had no prior art involvement – having attended the centre to access other services such as 
meals, assistance with government benefits, landlord disputes, computer training, days out or dance 
classes - may then become interested in the visual arts activities on offer. 
 
The art programme for seniors at Odyssey House provides a welcoming, non-intimidating 
environment for participants to engage in the creative process.  The art space itself is attractive, 
music plays in the background and the group have lunch together whilst discussing that day’s 
activity.  Some of the participants have the support of social workers to remind them of when the 
group meets and to accompany them on public transport.  The arts activity itself is designed to be 
non-intimidating and the loose brief is discussed as a group beforehand.  On the day of my visit, 
tracing provided a very accessible starting point whilst allowing for choice and individuality from 
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which the group went on to work more freely, individually and collaboratively, experimenting with a 
variety of techniques.  
 
Participating in the visual arts can be intimidating for older people who are taking part for the first 
time or have previously had negative experiences of art making. Artists delivering the programmes 
need to create a safe, supportive environment in which participants feel comfortable enough to be 
creative and experiment without feeling judged. The examples above demonstrate how these 
supportive environments can be created and methods used as starting points in engaging older 
people in the creative process.   
 

Participation 
 
Extensive museum programmes are making art accessible to people with dementia and their 
carers. These programmes are effectively engaging with people as demonstrated in the two case 
studies above, ‘Linking to Something Universal’ and ‘A Special Something’.  The training undertaken 
by Gallery Educators delivering the Art & Dementia museum programmes ensures each member of 
the attending groups can engage meaningfully in the discussion tour or art making activity. Their 
specialist knowledge in dealing with people with dementia and their carers ensures they are skilled 
in making people comfortable within the group and being inclusive by gently directing sessions to 
make sure everyone has the chance to contribute.   
 

Connecting 
 
Museum outreach programmes are making art accessible to people with dementia out with the 
museums themselves and to groups supporting older people within the community.  They have a 
huge impact, bringing benefits to older people beyond the museum setting. 
 
The Australian National Portrait Gallery is pioneering the use of digital technology to provide ‘virtual 
gallery excursions’ making the collection accessible to those who have difficulty accessing the 
visual arts due to cost, ill health, disability or distance. 
 

Engaging  
 
The Creative Center’s artist-in-residence programme brings creative arts activities to patients in 
hospital who are dealing with age related illnesses, cancer and chronic illnesses whose lives have 
become very restricted with limited choices and personal autonomy.  
 

Models and aspects of Best Practice  
 
Observing and learning from the above programmes, I have identified the following key themes 
relating to best practice in delivering high quality visual art programmes for older people: 
 

Professional practising artists selected carefully according to their art practice, experience and 
suitability with the relevant skills set and experience are better placed to support older people to 
engage meaningfully in the creative process.  They bring their specialist skills and knowledge to help 
older people develop artwork that is driven by their own interests, abilities and ideas.   
 

A person-centred approach which responds to each individuals’ particular interests and needs 
helps participants develop their own creativity, assert a sense of self and improves self-confidence.  
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Designated art spaces minimise interruption and distraction helping create a safe and 
supportive environment that is inspiring yet calming and conducive to creativity.  

 

Quality art materials are essential, the quality of the materials vastly affects how well they work, 
the resulting artwork and how it is valued. 

 

Embracing new technologies such as in the virtual gallery excursions and iPad drawing 
sessions further increases opportunities for involvement in the visual arts for older people and is an 
area that is continually developing and full of potential.   

 

Mentoring and training for artists working with older people raises their awareness of the 
difficulties of ageing and age related illnesses and helps them find positive solutions to the specific 
challenges of working with this group.   

 

Monitoring, development and evaluation is vital to ensure quality and assess impact. This can 
often be done in partnership with external institutions such as universities.  The above examples 
show that successful, high quality art programmes for older people are continuously monitoring, 
developing and evaluating their work.    

 
For example, the Hammond Care Arts on Prescription programme is developing and evaluating its 
work through ongoing links with the faculty of art & design and the faculty of medicine at the 
University of New South Wales. On a day to day basis, artists keep a reflective diary and there are 
pre- and post-programme evaluations with interview and focus groups for participants, artist 
practitioners and healthcare professionals.  

 
ARTFUL, the art and dementia programme at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney was 
developed in partnership with the Brain and Mind Centre, University of Sydney and Alzheimer’s 
Australia.  ARTFUL also incorporates a 3-year research initiative which is conducted in collaboration 
with its partners and focuses on exploring how art can enhance well-being and markers of 
neuroplasticity in people with dementia.  
 

Sharing best practice allows arts in health professionals to continually monitor and develop their 
practice.  The Museum of Modern Art in New York provides a wealth of resources, information and 
advice to other organisations and facilitates training workshops, locally, nationally and 
internationally. They provide online resources including guides for creating art programmes, 
modules, evaluations and conversations and testimonials. The Creative Center delivers an annual 
training programme, the Creative Center Training Institute for Artists and Administrators in Creative 
Aging.  The week-long programme focuses on the role of the arts in Creative Ageing and consists of 
presentations, workshops and site visits led by national leaders of arts and ageing.  
 

Could these inspiring models be replicated in the UK? 
 
These models of best practice in creative ageing could be replicated in the UK by individuals and 
organisations wishing to improve on and increase the provision of quality arts programmes for older 
people, improving quality of life and challenging perceptions of ageing.  
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Expand arts on prescription provision from mental health to older people 
 
We already have Arts on Prescription programmes, however, to my knowledge, these are in mental 
health and not specifically for older people.  There is a clear demand for this type of programme for 
older people living in the community with unmet wellness needs.   
 

Expand provision beyond dementia to other diseases of ageing  
 
The museum programmes I visited had a strong focus on dementia and I wondered why this was 
the case when older people are affected by many other age related conditions which make them 
less likely to access and participate in visual art.  It seems that there is currently an emphasis on 
dementia with funding streams being channelled accordingly as it is a growing area of concern with 
increasing numbers of people being diagnosed and a noticeable lack of resources and support for 
older people with dementia and their carers. 
 

Time for museums and galleries to develop structured arts programmes for older 
people   
 
Whilst I found the art and dementia museum programmes to be very valuable, my view is that 
structured museum programmes focused on older people in general, would be greatly beneficial.  
This would allow artists working with older people in healthcare settings and in the community to 
enhance the service they are providing by building stronger links with local museums, galleries and 
cultural programmes.  Several museums in Scotland are providing programmes for older people in a 
small way, for example, the Burrell Collection in Glasgow recently held a series of workshops during 
Luminate, Scotland’s Creative Ageing Festival.  Art in Hospital has links with galleries and museums 
through its Hospital and Community programme where older people can access the museums and 
make artwork in response to the collections.  However, this is initiated by Art in Hospital through a 
small amount of funding from Glasgow Life (Glasgow City Council) and not the museums 
themselves. As far as I know there are no formal art and dementia programmes and there is 
certainly scope for more structured access programmes for older people in Scotland and the UK to 
increase access and meaningful engagement in the collections for older people.  
 
In terms of visual art programmes in hospitals specifically for older people, we have these in 
Scotland through Art in Hospital, which operates in 7 hospitals and 2 care homes, the Prince and 
Princess of Wales Hospice and other arts in health organisations such as Grampian Hospital Arts 
Trust and Artlink Central. However, there is much more need than can be delivered at present and 
these programmes could certainly be expanded. The integration of Health and Social Care – and the 
new Integration Authorities perhaps provide a much-needed funding source for activities that have 
been proven to improve people’s health and wellbeing.    
 

Demographics is driving demand 
 
Demographics is driving demand.  The demand for ‘creative ageing’ programmes is evident – and 
growing. With an expanding older population, this demand will only increase.  Furthermore, there is a 
growing awareness of the positive benefits of older people’s participation in the arts and their 
engagement in the creative process.  Such engagement improves older people’s health, wellbeing 
and quality of life - and reduces their social isolation.  Creative participation can underpin older 
people’s self-worth and independence, often enabling them to lead more independent lives – and 
help to reduce the costs of health and care.   For these reasons – demographic, personal, social and 
financial - the demand for ‘creative ageing’ programme will increase further into the future.  
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Following my Fellowship 
 
On return from my Fellowship, initially, I continued working with Art in Hospital as Senior Manager, 
contributing to the management and development of 9 ongoing visual art programmes in hospitals 
and care homes delivered by 15 artists and as Lead Artist working directly with patients delivering 
the programme in Medicine for the Elderly at Drumchapel Hospital.  I have presented the findings 
from my Fellowship to the Art in Hospital team. On a personal level, my Fellowship confirmed that 
my heart lay in the hands-on delivery of art programming and less with management and 
administration.   
 
This has been fulfilled in my new role as Artist Practitioner at the Prince and Princess of Wales 
Hospice delivering the visual art programme for patients in palliative care.   As well as supporting 
patients to develop their own creativity, other aspects of this role include developing the creative 
arts service to create links to the cultural life of Glasgow and beyond through collaborations and 
exhibitions, sharing best practice through networking, conferences and seminars as well as 
contributing to research and evaluation. 
 
The Creative Arts Service is a fully integrated core service within the hospice and is currently 
developing an arts strategy which will sit within its Vision and Values five-year strategy outlining; 
 ‘a commitment to maintaining high quality arts provision and ongoing critical engagement with 
wider arts and health practice as key to underpinning meaningful engagement for participants in a 
palliative care setting.’ Part of this strategy of sharing best practice includes making international 
connections and creating an ongoing dialogue and I hope to build on the many connections made 
during my Fellowship and maintain the exchange of information, experience and expertise.  
 
Furthermore, through my work with patients at the hospice and beyond, I will continue to advocate 
for quality arts programming for older people and in arts in health delivered by experienced, 
professional practising artists. I plan to continue implementing quality visual arts programmes and 
exploring models of best practice.   
 
During my Fellowship, I shared my experiences on my blog:   
 
http://artsandolderpeople.sharongoodlet.com/ and on social media via LinkedIn and Facebook. 
 
On return, I presented a PowerPoint presentation with the team of 15 artists at Art in Hospital.   
 
My intention is to offer my recommendations through my finished report to:  
 

 Arts and Older People connections made during my Fellowship in both Australia and the USA 
 Art in Hospital, team of 15 artists working with older people in hospitals and care homes 

 Arts in Health contacts within NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde 
 Arts in Health Network Scotland  

 Arts organisations in Scotland working with the visual arts and older people including, Artlink 
Central, Artlink Edinburgh, Grampian Hospital Arts Trust and Impact Arts. 

 Creative Scotland 

 Glasgow Life (arts and culture, Glasgow City Council) 

 The Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice 
 Glasgow Can, connected arts network 

 Via social media on LinkedIn and Facebook, including the Creative Aging 2016 Facebook 
group formed after the Creative Aging training week in New York.   

http://artsandolderpeople.sharongoodlet.com/
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Overview of Selected Organisations Visited 
and Presentations Attended 

 

Alzheimer’s Poetry Project, New York 
The award-winning Alzheimer’s Poetry Project, based in Brooklyn, New York, aims to improve the 
quality of life of people living with Alzheimer’s disease and related dementia by facilitating creative 
expression through poetry. Online training and certification and publications. 
http://www.alzpoetry.com/ 
 

Art and Dialysis Project, Frankston Hospital, Melbourne 
 

 
 
National Gallery Australia Outreach Programme 
 
I joined two of the NGA’s gallery educators on an outreach session with an Alzheimer’s Australia 
group in the Kaleen suburb of Canberra. This comprised of a group discussion led by gallery 
educators on artworks from the collection paintings followed by a practical session working 
experimentally with shape and colour using wax resist and inks.  
 
http://nga.gov.au/ArtDementia/Outreach.cfm 
 

 
 

The Art in Dialysis programme within the renal dialysis unit at Frankston 

Hospital is a partnership between Peninsula Health and Frankston Arts 

Centre.   

I met with Melissa Banks, who is one of 3 artists delivering the 

programme 2 days per week. She showed me round and introduced me 

to the patients who told me about their art work, their involvement in the 

programme and how it affects their attitude to being on dialysis.  

The patients are all working on personal projects, the approach is 

‘person led’ and people are developing their work according to their own 

interests. 

http://www.peninsulahealth.org.au/2013/10/08/art-in-dialysis-on-

display/ 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.alzpoetry.com/
http://nga.gov.au/ArtDementia/Outreach.cfm
http://www.peninsulahealth.org.au/2013/10/08/art-in-dialysis-on-display/
http://www.peninsulahealth.org.au/2013/10/08/art-in-dialysis-on-display/
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ARTFUL, Art & Dementia Programme, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 
 
Developed in partnership with the Brain and Mind Centre, University of Sydney and Alzheimer’s 
Australia, this programme engages people with early onset dementia, under the age of 75, through 
gallery explorations and hands-on creative art making sessions.   
 
The programme is staffed by a team of 15 trained Art and Dementia educators, all practising artists. 
Each programme is individually tailored to the specific needs and interests of each group of 
participants.  Over a period of 10 weeks, groups of 6 participate in a gallery discussion tour with a 
trained Artist Educator.  They are encouraged to contribute to the discussion which usually centres 
on one artwork from the collection, to find their own meaning and connections with contemporary 
art.   ARTFUL also incorporates a 3-year research initiative which is conducted in collaboration with 
its partners and focuses on exploring how art can enhance well-being and markers of 
neuroplasticity in people with dementia. 
 
https://www.mca.com.au/learn/adults/art-dementia/ 
 

Artmed Programme, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
 
I met with Frances Wild who told me about the Artmed programme which is a collaboration between 
the National Gallery of Australia and the Australian National University Medical School.  
The programme encourages the development of visual literacy for a group of students whose 
observational skills will be essential in their future medical careers. At a deeper level, a visit to the 

Gallery broadens the students’ awareness of the value of art in enriching their understanding of the 
world in which we live. The visit demystifies the Gallery and affirms the potential for art to intersect 
with the medical world. 

http://nga.gov.au/artmed/index.cfm 

The Art of Good Health and Wellbeing Conference, Sydney 
 
Organised by the Australian Centre for Arts and Health and held at the Art Gallery of New South 
Wales, 3 key areas of practice and research were explored: Mental Health and Resilience, 
Creative Ageing, Arts and Health in Hospitals, Healthcare Services and Health Promotion. 

http://www.artsandhealth.org.au/conferences/art-of-good-health-and-wellbeing-sydney-2016/ 

Arterie, Chris O’Brien Lifehouse, Sydney 
 
Arterie is an innovative inter-disciplinary model of art in healthcare practice, specifically designed to 
improve outcomes for Chris O’Brien Lifehouse patients, families, carers and staff by easing the side 
effects of cancer and its treatment such as stress, pain, fatigue, isolation and depression. Arterie 
participates in a way that fits with the patient’s treatment – it is non-invasive, inclusive and 
supportive. 
 
http://www.mylifehouse.org.au/services/complementary-therapy/arterie/ 
 

 

https://www.mca.com.au/learn/adults/art-dementia/
http://nga.gov.au/artmed/index.cfm
http://www.artsandhealth.org.au/conferences/art-of-good-health-and-wellbeing-sydney-2016/
http://www.mylifehouse.org.au/services/complementary-therapy/arterie/
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Arts and Minds, New York 

 
 
Founded in 2010, Arts and Minds mission is to ‘improve quality of life for older people with dementia 
and their carers through meaningful engagement with art.’  Arts and Minds brings older people with 
memory disorders and their carers together in new experiences of art through gallery discussion 
and art making activities to improve health and well-being.  I joined a gallery discussion for people 
with dementia at the Studio Museum in Harlem.  The studio museum exhibits the work of local, 
national and international black artists as well as artwork that has been inspired by black culture. 
http://artsandminds.org/ 
 

Art as Therapy, Dementia Management and Assessment Unit, Sunshine Hospital, 
Melbourne 

 
 

Delivered by Bob Carey-Grieve of Artward, the Art as Therapy programme took place in the 30-bed 

unit, where most patients are in the advanced stages of dementia and often have challenging or 

difficult behaviours. The programme was funded by the Australia Council (Arts Council) and is a 

partnership between Artward, Footscray Arts Centre and Victoria University with the aim of reaching 

the most marginalised members of the community. An art table is set up with a selection of art 

materials in a communal area looking out on to the Dementia Garden. There are also art and general 

interest books laid out and patients art work is displayed around the room.  Patients are invited to 

take part; the unit staff are very supportive and encourage people to come along. Some become 

involved right away and remain focused, whilst others drop in and out. The approach is person 

centred depending on the individual’s interests and abilities. Patients are encouraged to work quite 

instinctively and guidance is available from Bob if needed. 

http://artsandminds.org/
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Elders Share the Arts, New York 
 

   
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                         

Meet me at MoMA Programme, the Museum of Modern Art, New York 
 
The Meet Me programme for individuals with Alzheimer’s and their caregivers, is one of the original 
art and dementia museum programmes. It began in 2007, and built on the Museum’s existing 
education programme.   As well as extensive programming, MoMA provides a wealth of resources, 
information and advice to other organisations and facilitates training workshops, locally, nationally 
and internationally. Online resources include guides for creating art programmes, modules, 
evaluations and conversations and testimonials.  
https://www.moma.org/meetme/ 
 

 
 
Prime Time, Museum of Modern Art, New York 
  
Prime Time is MoMA’s new initiative for older people, which aims to make the museum more 
accessible to older people. Results of a consultation showed a growing older population with one 
million over 65’s living in New York City and a changing demographic with an older population that 
are healthier, wealthier and have more leisure time with a focus on lifelong learning. Despite these 
positives, social isolation for older people remains a challenge.  The programme is comprised of 
Gallery Discussions as well as art making programmes where the main emphasis is on process of 
art making.  The program partners with other organisations throughout the city including, Brooklyn 
Parkinson's Group, Odyssey House, Homeless Shelters and immigrant communities.   
https://www.moma.org/learn/community/primetime 
 

 
 
 
 
 

I visited the Elders Share the Arts clay sculpture 
programme at Hope Gardens Senior Centre in 
Brooklyn.  Founded in 1979, Elders Share the Arts 
began in Brooklyn but now has programmes 
throughout New York working with diverse 
populations. Led by professional artists’ programmes 
lasting 10 – 20 weeks are delivered in a variety of 
languages. There are 3 core staff and a team of 20 
teaching artists.  The 15 programmes currently 
running have state, federal and local funding as well 
as corporate sponsors.    http://www.estanyc.org 
 

https://www.moma.org/meetme/
https://www.moma.org/learn/community/primetime
http://www.estanyc.org/
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Creative Therapies, Montefiore Aged Care, Sydney 

                                                                                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Olivia Newton John Cancer and Wellness Centre, Austin Hospital, Melbourne 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The art and music therapy programme is integral 

to the holistic approach to patient care at the 

centre.  I met with Lama Majaj, Manager, Arts in 

Healthcare who told me about the Art and Music 

Therapy programme and other activities on offer.  

An Open Studio session was in progress, a drop-

in session for outpatients, inpatients, carers and 

family members.  Participants learn to work with 

art materials including good quality watercolour 

and acrylic paints, pastels and mixed media to 

enhance self-expression, well-being and quality of 

life. 

http://www.austin.org.au/cancer/arts/ 

 

 

 

 

 I visited the Montefiore Care Home in Hunters 

Hill on the North Shore and met with Olantundji 

Akpo - Sani, the Creative Therapies Manager for 

all of the Montefiore sites in Sydney. It has 300 

residents in high and low care dementia units, 

nursing care and residential care. There is an 

extensive creative therapies programme with 

visual art, music and dance & movement 

therapies regularly available for residents. There 

is a large dedicated art room and residents’ 

artwork is exhibited around the home. 

http://www.montefiorehome.com.au/annual-

report-2014-2015/creative-therapies-at-

montefiore 

 

http://www.austin.org.au/cancer/arts/
http://www.montefiorehome.com.au/annual-report-2014-2015/creative-therapies-at-montefiore
http://www.montefiorehome.com.au/annual-report-2014-2015/creative-therapies-at-montefiore
http://www.montefiorehome.com.au/annual-report-2014-2015/creative-therapies-at-montefiore
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Painting with Parkinson's, Canberra  
 

 
 

Founded by Nancy Tingey, a 1996 Australian Churchill Fellow, Painting with Parkinson’s delivers 

weekly workshops within the Banks building of Canberra’s Botanic Gardens for People with 

Parkinson’s to lessen the symptoms of the disease through immersion in the Creative Process.  The 

programme is structured to bring about significant benefits to those that participate from relief of 

symptoms such as tremor to reduced feelings of isolation and depression.  The emphasis is on the 

process and the materials.  

http://www.paintingwithparkinsons.org.au 

Opening Minds through Art (OMA) 
 

 
 
At the Creative Aging Institute, I attended a presentation and practical workshop led by Elizabeth 
Lokon, Founder and Director of Opening Minds Through Art (OMA) which is an intergenerational art 
making programme for people with dementia developed at Miami University’s Scripps Gerontology 
Center. Its award-winning and evidence-based ‘failure free’ programme, led by trained volunteer 
facilitators, is person centred and designed to provide opportunities for creative self-expression and 
social engagement for people with Alzheimer's and other forms of dementia.  
 
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-
through-art/index.html 
 

http://www.paintingwithparkinsons.org.au/
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-through-art/index.html
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-through-art/index.html
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Training available 

 
Alzheimer’s Poetry Project 
Online training and certification with the Institute of Dementia Education and Arts 
 
www.alzpoetry.com/on-line 

 
The Creative Aging Training Institute, New York 
This week-long training focuses on the role of the arts in creative aging and provides both a 
theoretical and didactic approach to implementing and sustaining high quality arts programming in 
a variety of settings serving older adults – from senior centres to long-term residential settings for 
the frail elderly. Afterwards, online resources, social media groups provide ongoing support.  
 
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/training_institute/training_institute/ 
 

The National Center for Creative Aging 
Online Artist Training in Arts and Aging 

 
http://www.creativeaging.org/programs-people/ncca-online-artist-training-arts-and-aging 

 
Creative Caregiving online training 

 
http://www.creativeaging.org/programs-people/ncca-creative-caregiving-initiative 
 
Museum of Modern Art 
Training, PDFs on practice, design your own programme, resources and trainee videos. 

 
http://moma.org/meetme/index?_ga=1.211245013.1592336436.1474030834 

 
OMA Facilitator Training, Scripps Gerontology Center, Miami University 
Learn about the OMA methodology, theory, research, and evaluation tools 
 
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-
through-art/index.html 
 
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/research/training-videos/index.html 
 

Timeslips 
Individual training and certification in creative storytelling approach, organisational training in 
building Creative Communities of Care and 3-day intensive training Create/Change: transforming 
care for elders through creative engagement 

http://www.timeslips.org/train 

 
 

http://www.alzpoetry.com/on-line
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/training_institute/training_institute/
http://www.creativeaging.org/programs-people/ncca-online-artist-training-arts-and-aging
http://www.creativeaging.org/programs-people/ncca-creative-caregiving-initiative
http://moma.org/meetme/index?_ga=1.211245013.1592336436.1474030834
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-through-art/index.html
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/community-connections/opening-minds-through-art/index.html
http://miamioh.edu/cas/academics/centers/scripps/research/training-videos/index.html
http://www.timeslips.org/train
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Films 
 
Alive Inside, the Story of Music and Memory    
 
http://www.aliveinside.us/#land 
 
I remember better when I paint     
 
http://www.irememberbetterwhenipaint.com/ 
 
Twelve Minutes of Alzheimer's   
      
http://www.dementiatoday.com/experience-12-minutes-alzheimers-dementia/  
 
When People Die They Sing Songs  
    
http://whenpeoplediefilm.com/ 
 

 

 
 
 

Gallery Educator, Penny Low, with an Art & Dementia group at the National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 

http://www.aliveinside.us/#land
http://www.irememberbetterwhenipaint.com/
http://www.dementiatoday.com/experience-12-minutes-alzheimers-dementia/


 
 

 

Further Information and Sources 

 
Art in Hospital 
  
www.artinhospital.org 
 
Arts for Health 
 
http://www.artsforhealth.org/ 
 
Artlink Central 
 
http://artlinkcentral.org/ 
   
Arts on Prescription  
 
http://www.hammond.com.au/health-and-aged-care/arts-on-prescription 
 
http://www.hammond.com.au/news/arts-prescribed-to-improve-older-peoples-health 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDRj5GzPbvE 
 
Baring Foundation 
     
http://baringfoundation.org.uk/ 
 
Creative Kick Start 
     
http://www.creativekickstart.com.au/ 
 
Dementia and Imagination 
  
http://dementiaandimagination.org.uk/art-and-dementia/art-and-dementia/ 
 
Lifetime Arts 
    
http://www.lifetimearts.org/ 
 
Luminate, Scotland’s Creative Ageing Festival 
  
http://www.luminatescotland.org/ 
 
re-live     
www.re-live.org.uk  
 
Sharon Goodlet Fellowship blog: 
 
http://artsandolderpeople.sharongoodlet.com/ 
 
The Australian Centre for Arts in Health        

http://www.artinhospital.org/
http://www.artsforhealth.org/
http://artlinkcentral.org/
http://www.hammond.com.au/health-and-aged-care/arts-on-prescription
http://www.hammond.com.au/news/arts-prescribed-to-improve-older-peoples-health
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDRj5GzPbvE
http://baringfoundation.org.uk/
http://www.creativekickstart.com.au/
http://dementiaandimagination.org.uk/art-and-dementia/art-and-dementia/
http://www.lifetimearts.org/
http://www.luminatescotland.org/
http://www.re-live.org.uk/
http://artsandolderpeople.sharongoodlet.com/


 
 

http://www.artsandhealth.org.au/ 

The Art Room, Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice.  

http://www.princeandprincessofwaleshospice.org.uk/the-hospice/our-services/the-art-room 

The Carter Burden Gallery, New York 
 
http://www.carterburdengallery.org/ 
 
The Carter Burden Leonard Covello Senior Programme, New York 
 
http://carterburdencenter.org/programs/carter-burden-leonard-covello-senior-program/ 
 
The Creative Aging Training Institute, New York 
 
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/training_institute/training_institute/ 
  
The Creative Center, New York 
 
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/ 
 
Emmy Monash Aged Care, Melbourne  
 
http://emmymonash.asn.au/services/lifestyle/pioneering-programs/ 
 
Engaging Alzheimer’s 
 
http://engagingalzheimers.com/ 
 
Grampian Hospital Arts Trust 
 
http://www.ghat-art.org.uk/ 
 
Met Escapes Programme, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
 
http://www.metmuseum.org/events/programs/met-tours/met-tours-disabilities/met-escapes 
 
National Centre for Creative Aging 
 
http://www.creativeaging.org/ 

 
Portrait Conversations, National Portrait Gallery, Canberra 
 
http://www.portrait.gov.au/content/workshops-and-tailored-programs/ 

 
http://www.portrait.gov.au/content/virtual-excursions/ 

 
Odyssey House, New York 
 
http://odysseyhousenyc.org/recovery-program-services/expressive-arts-studio/ 

http://www.artsandhealth.org.au/
http://www.princeandprincessofwaleshospice.org.uk/the-hospice/our-services/the-art-room
http://www.carterburdengallery.org/
http://carterburdencenter.org/programs/carter-burden-leonard-covello-senior-program/
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/training_institute/training_institute/
http://www.thecreativecenter.org/tcc/
http://emmymonash.asn.au/services/lifestyle/pioneering-programs/
http://engagingalzheimers.com/
http://www.ghat-art.org.uk/
http://www.metmuseum.org/events/programs/met-tours/met-tours-disabilities/met-escapes
http://www.creativeaging.org/
http://www.portrait.gov.au/content/workshops-and-tailored-programs/
http://www.portrait.gov.au/content/virtual-excursions/
http://odysseyhousenyc.org/recovery-program-services/expressive-arts-studio/

